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What our interns/trainees have to say about their experience at
City of Fremont
Youth and Family Services
Listed below are comments made by interns over the past five years in response to different
questions we ask them to respond to as they complete their internship with us. The years listed
in parentheses tell you which internship year the responses came from. For more information
about the program, email Laurie Linscheid at llinscheid@fremont.gov
Feedback about your individual supervision: (2014-2015)











My supervisor was responsive, accessible, and supportive
I felt like I could openly talk with my supervisor
I felt that I was able to grow immensely through the support of my individual supervisor. I
think it's important for each supervisor to have only a few interns in order to keep the balance
manageable.
My supervisor was always there to help and answer questions. Our 1 on 1's were always very
helpful.
Extremely positive, warm, and helpful!
My supervisor was available, supportive, competent, and insightful. I could not have asked
for a better supervisor.
I loved my individual supervision hour with my supervisor. I found it so helpful and learned
so much from her.
It was great, challenged me both personally and clinically.
Easy going and very helpful. I learned a lot.
It was great. My supervisor challenged me to develop as a clinician and supported me during
difficult experiences. She always brought interesting ideas and knowledge to our meetings.
She let me figure things out on my own with clients, as opposed to giving me really specific
directions, which I appreciated. It made me feel like she trusted me as a clinician and wanted
me to develop my own style of doing things instead of just copying what others were doing.

What did you find most valuable about this placement? (2013-2014)
 The supportive staff and supervisors
 Supervision and how to build alliances with families while still being able to direct regarding
client’s needs
 I found great value in the staff here at YFS. I feel like everyone who works in this building is
so open to offering help. I always felt like my needs were met
 Observing how a training program at a community agency is effectively run, learning about
child development from perspectives of both the child and the parents
 Supportive staff and supervision, the atmosphere is fun and open
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 Being introduced to MediCal and the auditing process which teaches us to be more
meticulous with our paperwork, having had the opportunity to meet with a variety of clients
and families and to work with many professional and academic counselors in Fremont
 The group supervision was a good resource for support and sharing ideas and resources
 Learning how to do Medical paperwork, excellent supervision
 I appreciated the broadness of issues and families that I worked with. I found the training
valuable and I really liked working with families as much as possible
 Excellent supervision, support, and training; very well-organized and I was clear on what
was expected of me
 The therapeutic relationships I developed with clients and being challenged by some of the
cases; also it was valuable to be placed at the Kennedy HS and receiving the professional
support from the school personnel and Nicole
 Although paperwork is intensive, I believe this skill is valuable for future
internships/employment. As an intern, I learned quickly the importance of documentation
and deadlines
 Learning and practicing play therapy and getting experience working with families; learning
how to complete Medical paperwork
 Supportive, thorough, very helpful; I always felt comfortable and had all of my questions
answered
 The support and encouragement from staff (individual and group supervisors in particular);
also good availability of office space
Did this internship meet your expectations? (2017-2018)





Yes! I appreciated the structure, organization and support throughout this whole internship.
Yes—I have gotten a taste of the MediCal process in a way that was still manageable with
my school workload and life responsibilities. Though it’s an ever changing process, it was
nice to have the support and patience from the supervisors to egg me along. It was a great
learning experience and I met amazing clinicians.
I enjoyed my practicum with great and helpful supervisors in a well-organized program.

Feedback regarding your group supervision: (2016-2017)




Group supervision felt very supportive. Appreciated the opportunity to discuss cases as well
as ask questions about the paperwork aspect of the work. At times felt the check ins went
really long but overall enjoyed group supervision
Group supervision was helpful in hearing the experiences my cohort endured and what
solutions discussed that can help.
My supervisor was amazing. She created a group atmosphere of acceptance, which was
infectious and spread throughout the group’s members. Seriously, going to miss my group
mates.
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Group supervision was helpful in consulting on our cases. Even though one person presented
each week, my group supervisor made sure there was time to consult on any other cases and
to answer questions that other group members may have. She provided us with great
resources, such as handouts, and or books to help us educate our clients and families on their
condition. She helped me be comfortable in our group environment which allowed me to be
open and support my group members through our personal and or professional experiences.
Helpful giving & listening to case presentations
My supervisor was awesome and gave good insight and is very resourceful
Loved that we were given the support and space to make it our own group, discusses current
sociopolitical topics that impact our work as therapist. I had such a positive experience and
looked forward to group every week.

Feedback regarding what you found most valuable about the internship: (2015-2016)









Supervision, Group supervision and trainings.
The collaborative work with all the staff
Getting to work with families, children, and adolescents, and the number of referrals available!
Supervision, experience at the school with clients.
I found the trainings, group supervision, individual supervision, talks with other
trainees/interns, and talks with other therapists so helpful. Overall everything was helpful.
If I needed help or had a question I could go to anyone and no bias was found.
The supervision and staff support was the best part of the internship.
The experience I gained working with children and their families this year. I was able to gain a
lot of BBS hours as well as strengthen my skills with Medi-cal and completing assessments and
treatment plans. I also found the supervision very valuable this year as I did last year too.
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